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Financial Management Strategy – 2032
Overview

The Financial Management Strategy (FMS) has been prepared to provide Council with a strategic framework to guide the
development of annual budgets and preparation of longer term financial planning. The key objective of the Strategy is to ensure
that Council can sustainably fund the ongoing delivery of services whilst implementing the objectives identified in the Strategic Plan.
The FMS is based on the following key financial principles:
•

achievement of a balanced underlying result;

•

prudent management of assets and liabilities, including debt and cash reserves; and

•

timely and accurate disclosure of financial information.

To remain financially sustainable, Council must continue to
raise revenue and provide services within the context of a
balanced budget. In order to achieve this, Council must
ensure all aspects of its operations are adequately funded,
including current service delivery and planning for future
service delivery, in an affordable and stable environment.
As depicted, ongoing financial sustainability is only
achieved when the interdependency of all financial
aspects of Council are recognised and planned for today
and into the future. The FMS takes into account the
concept of intergenerational equity, with the aim that
each generation is responsible for the costs of the resources
that they consume.
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A key component of the Strategy is the Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) shown at Appendix A. The LTFP is Council’s ten year financial
forecast which includes a statement of comprehensive income, a statement of financial position and a cash flow statement for
each year of the plan. Council refers to this model when considering financial decisions, for example new capital expenditure and
borrowings. The LTFP is reviewed annually as part of the budget process.
Council’s ability to remain financially sustainable can be measured using the Key Performance Indicators as outlined in the Local
Government (Management Indicators) Order 2014. In addition to the statutory indicators, Council will calculate the net interest cost
ratio to assist the measurement of sustainability given the current commitment to the LIVING CITY project.
The indicators, relevant benchmarks and targets are shown below.
Indicator

Benchmark

Council Target

Operating Surplus Ratio
Asset Sustainability Ratio

Between 0% and 15%
100% of depreciation expense

Asset Consumption Ratio
Asset Renewal Funding Ratio
Net Financial Liabilities Ratio
Net Interest Cost Ratio

Between 40% and 60%
Between 90% and 100%
Between 0 and -50%
7% of recurrent revenue

Between 0% and 15%
Between 60% and 100% of depreciation
expense
Between 40% and 60%
Between 90% and 100%
Between 0% and -50%
5% of recurrent revenue

In addition to the ratios listed above, Council has a target to maintain a minimum cash balance of $6,000,000, representing
approximately 3 months of operating expenses. The minimum cash balance has been increased following the recent guidance
released by the Tasmanian Audit Office.
Each year the office of the Auditor-General assesses every Tasmanian Council against the key performance indictors noted above,
as well as other ratios and statistics relevant to local government. Commentary on the assessment is included in the annual report
to Parliament which is accessible to the public.
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Strategic Context

Link with the Strategic Plan
Council has a robust planning framework which focuses short and mid term objectives to deliver on priorities in Council’s Strategic
Plan 2009-2030.
The following figure illustrates the integration of Council’s planning framework.
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This Strategy is aligned with the following goal and priorities set out in the Strategic Plan:
Goal 5; Practicing Excellence in Governance

5.5.1 Provide financial services to support Council’s operations and meet reporting and accountability requirements.
5.5.2 Ensure comprehensive financial planning and reporting to guarantee sustainability and meet or exceed financial targets
Legislative Requirements
The Local Government (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act 2013 received Royal Ascent on 19 November 2013 making it compulsory
for Tasmanian Councils to maintain a long-term financial management plan and Strategy. The following sections set out the
requirements under the Act:
70.

Long-term financial management plans
(1) A council is to prepare a long-term financial management plan for the municipal area.
(2) A long-term financial management plan is to be in respect of aat least a 10-year period.
(3) A long-term financial management plan for a municipal area is to –
(a) be consistent with the strategic plan for the municipal area; and
(b) refer to the long-term strategic asset management plan for the municipal area; and
(c) contain at least the matters that are specified in an order made under section 70F as required to be included in
a long-term financial management plan.

70A.

Financial management strategies
(1) a council is to prepare a financial management strategy for the municipal area.
(2) A financial management strategy for a municipal area is to –
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(a) Be consistent with the strategic plan for the municipal area; and
(b) Contain at least the matters that are specified in an order made under section 70F as required to be included
in a financial management strategy.

The Minister for Local Government issued a Local Government (Contents of Plans and Strategies) Order 2014 under Section 70F of
the Act outlining the minimum requirements of long-term financial management plans and strategies. This Strategy complies with
the disclosure requirements of the Order.

Financial Management Principles
Achievement of a balanced underlying result
Council is committed to the equitable and consistent generation of revenue and the effective delivery of services that are
appropriate to the community. To remain financially sustainable this must be achieved within the context of a balanced budget,
but preferably the generation of small underlying surpluses. The generation of underlying surpluses indicates that Council can
continue to adequately fund existing services into the future. It also assists Council to meet future debt repayments and to fund
infrastructure asset renewal projects and investment in new assets.

Revenue Strategies
Rating Strategy
Rates revenue represents the largest share of total income that Council generates each year and therefore is an important
component of the financial planning process. Council aims to balance its service levels taking into account the needs and
expectations of the community and by setting appropriate levels of tax to adequately fulfil its obligations. Each year Council will
take into account the following factors when setting the level of rates and charges:
•
•
•
•

level of State and Commonwealth government funding;
current economic climate;
level of services to be delivered;
impact of CPI increases and the Local Government Cost Index; and
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•

the capacity of the community to pay for those services.

Council aims to spread the rate burden across the community with those having the greatest capacity to pay, paying more than
those with a lesser capacity. Council must balance this principle with the benefit principle acknowledging that some groups of the
community have a greater impact on services and derive a greater benefit from some services provided.
Council maintains a Rates & Charges Policy which sets out the property valuation basis adopted by Council, the general rate applied
to that base and any variations to the general rate. Council will review the Rates & Charges Policy as well as the property valuation
base on a regular basis to ensure the most appropriate base is adopted. If Council determines to change the property valuation
base, an appropriate community engagement process will be undertaken.
Fees & Charges Strategy
Council will review fees and charges each year with a view to balancing the community need for the service provided and the
capacity of the community to pay for that service. Council adopts the general philosophy that users should pay for the service
provided but recognises that full cost recovery is not possible in all situations.
Where Council enters into commercial lease arrangements, it is essential that sound commercial principles are applied to the
transactions as set out in the Commercial Lease Policy. These include:
•
•
•

a market appraisal of rental return;
assessment of the required rate of return on assets; and
application of consistent, contemporary lease terms and conditions.

All property leases with community and sporting groups will comply with Council’s adopted Lease Policy.
Other Revenue Strategy
Other significant revenue streams include investment income from dividends and grant revenue. Council holds a 5.32 equity
investment in Tasmanian Water Corporation and a 43.45% share in Dulverton Regional Waste Management Authority. As part owners
of these enterprises Council aims to ensure that future entitlements are maintained.
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Grant revenue represents a small percentage of overall operating income, however Council will continue to review all funding
opportunities and identify and apply for appropriate grant funding. The main source of grant income is the Financial Assistance
Grant, administered by the State Grants Commission on behalf of the Federal Government. Council will continue to participate in
the review of this grant and provide information to the State Grants Commission to assist it in determining the most equitable
distribution of the funds.
Council will also continue to pursue grant funding for new capital projects identified.

Expenditure & Service Delivery Strategies
Service Delivery and Cost Management Strategy
Council will continually review service levels and delivery to ensure they are provided as efficiently as possible and continue to meet
the needs of the community. Council is focussed on developing a cost management culture across the organisation, encouraging
all managers to be involved in minimising costs by accountability through the budget process, involvement with ongoing monitoring,
reporting and forecasting processes.
At each budget cycle Council will consider the feedback received from the community through the various engagement
opportunities to assess any potential changes to services.
Additional expenditure highlighted in new strategies developed through the year will be considered through the budget process.
Procurement Strategy
Council will comply with its Purchasing Policy and Code for Tenders and Contracts to ensure that expenditure is subject to the
appropriate controls and represents the best value available.

Prudent management of assets and liabilities, including debt and cash reserves
Council aims to maintain community wealth by ensuring that assets and liabilities are managed to provide sustainable service
delivery, that is, ensuring that the assets used to support the service delivery continue to function to the determined level of service.
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Asset Management Strategy
The key objective of Council’s asset management processes is to maintain Council’s existing assets at desired condition levels. The
appropriate management of assets should ensure that they continue to deliver services into the future. To remain sustainable,
Council must maintain its ability to meet the asset renewal requirements as outlined in its Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP)
and 10 year Forward Works Program.
Council has an Asset Management Policy supported by a Strategic Asset Management Plan which together form the framework for
the asset management process. This documentation will be reviewed regularly to ensure compliance with relevant legislative
requirements and contemporary asset management practices.
The Asset Management Policy aims to ensure adequate provision is made for the long-term replacement of major assets by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ensuring that Council’s services and infrastructure are provided in a sustainable manner, with the appropriate levels of service
for residents, visitors and the environment;
safeguarding Council by implementing appropriate asset management strategies and appropriate financial resources for
those assets;
creating an environment where all Council employees take an integral part in overall management of Council’s assets by
creating and sustaining asset management awareness throughout the organisation via training and development;
meeting legislative requirements for asset management;
ensuring resources and operational capabilities are identified and responsibility for asset management is allocated;
reporting on asset management performance; and
demonstrating transparent and responsible asset management processes that align with demonstrated best practice.

The LTFP integrates the financial resources identified in the SAMP and latest 10 year capital works program with the overall financial
operations of Council. To adequately plan for the future delivery of services, capital expenditure requirements as well as ongoing
maintenance expenditure must be funded in the LTFP. When these elements are combined with the cost of providing other Council
services, the complete funding requirements can be identified and planned for in a sustainable manner. It is critical for Council to
understand the inter-relationship of the asset management framework and the financial management framework and to constantly
work towards improving the quality of data contained within each and the level of understanding of both frameworks across the
entire organisation. Actions to improve and refine the asset management framework are included in the SAMP.
Financial Management Strategy
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Investment Strategy
Cash reserves will be managed to achieve optimum investment returns and to ensure that cash is available when needed for
planned expenditures.
Council will utilise the Cash Flow Projections contained in the LTFP to assist in the management of cash and investments and to
maintain the minimum cash target.
Council has an Investment Policy to set parameters for investments which helps to ensure maximum return on the investment portfolio
while managing the risk associated with this activity.
Debt Strategy
Council will consider the use of debt facilities to fund major new capital expenditure which provides benefits to ratepayers into the
future. Where possible, Council will assess the term of the debt in relation to the life of the asset. The use of debt in this manner
attempts to address the issue of inter-generational equity.
When considering new debt, Council will evaluate the impact of borrowing costs on the sustainability of current and future budgets
and its capacity to repay the debt. The target interest coverage ratio will be used as part of this assessment.
Council will utilise the Cash Flow Projections contained in the LTFP to assist in the management of debt and cash reserves.
When borrowing, Council will raise all external debt at the most competitive rates and from sources available as defined by
legislation.
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Timely and accurate disclosure of financial information
In accordance with the Strategic Plan, Council will “practice excellence in governance”.
Council will prepare regular management reports that will be available to the public. The reports will contain a Summary Statement
of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Financial Position, Capital Expenditure Report and other relevant financial data and
commentary. Council will also prepare an Annual Plan and Estimates document that will set out the budget information for the next
financial year and the goals and actions for that period.
Council will comply with all statutory requirements in relation to the preparation of its Annual Financial Statement and external audit
and will maintain an Audit Panel to provide oversight of risk management and financial performance.
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Key Financial Indicators and Targets

To remain financially sustainable, Council must have sufficient capacity to be able to manage future financial risks. To enable
Council to measure performance in this area, the State Government identified a number of ratios and indicators that can be applied
to all local government entities. These indicators are contained in the Local Government (Management Indicators) Order 2014 and
are included in Council’s Annual Report. The indicators are also scrutinised by the Audit Office and may be subject to commentary
in the Report of the Auditor-General presented each year to State Parliament. The indicators can be summarised into three groups:
•
•
•

financial operating performance;
asset management; and
liquidity.

The performance indicators and the relevant benchmarks and targets are noted in the overview section above and are discussed
in more detail below.
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Financial Operating Performance
Underlying Surplus Ratio

Benchmark – Between 0% and 15%

Target – Between 0% and 15%

Result - Achieved

This ratio serves as an overall measure of financial operating effectiveness. To assure long-term financial sustainability Council should
budget and operate to break even, thereby avoiding underlying deficits. Achieving a break even position indicates Council is able
to generate sufficient revenue to fulfil the operating requirements including coverage of the depreciation expense. Breaking even
is represented by an operating surplus ratio of zero.
The achievement of a positive result must always be balanced with the need to provide appropriate services to the community. The
generation of excessively positive results for this ratio may indicate that Council is not funding adequate services and also not
investing in existing assets to ensure the services can continue into the future.
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Asset Management Performance
Asset Sustainability Ratio

Benchmark – 100% of Depreciation

Target – Between 60% and 100% of Depreciation

Result - Achieved

The Asset Sustainability Indicator compares the rate of capital spending through renewing, restoring and replacing existing assets,
with the value of depreciation. The benchmark assumes that if capital expenditure on renewing or replacing existing assets is at
least equal to depreciation on average over time then Council is ensuring the value of existing stock of physical assets is maintained.
This assumption is relevant to a stable level of assets with minimal additional new assets. Typically, new assets require less renewal
expenditure in the early years of the assets life, however the depreciation expense will increase with new asset stock. This will logically
increase the amount required to be spent on renewing assets in accordance with this ratio benchmark, however this may not
actually be the case.
Council maintains asset management plans for all major classes of assets. These Plans include estimates of capital expenditure and
maintenance required to responsibly manage asset stocks for the next 10 years and are based on expert technical considerations
and applicable industry standards. The information contained in these Plans feeds into the ten year capital program used in the
LTFP. Council believes these Plans provide a sound basis for calculating the actual level of capital expenditure on renewal and
replacement of assets into the future.
Over the past eight years, Council has embarked on a substantial capital expenditure program with a significant investment in new
capital projects. Council is also committed to the progression of the LIVING CITY program which involves substantial capital
investment in new assets. Increased spending on new assets, increases the level of depreciation and maintenance expenditure.
Council has recognised this increased expenditure in the LTFP. In addition, Council maintains a large stock of stormwater assets
which are long lived and these assets impact on the calculation of this ratio.
Council has set a target range lower than the benchmark for the reasons outlined above. Council also acknowledges that
according to the criteria established by the Auditor-General, a ratio that is at the lower end of the target range indicates a medium
financial sustainability risk.
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The table below demonstrates that Council can meet the target renewal level in the first 5 years of the Plan, however the 2026 year
exceeds the required level. As the SAMP and the 10 year forward capital works program are updated and refined, it is likely this
spike in renewal activity in 2026 will be spread across the outer years, achieving the target range.
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Asset Consumption Ratio

Benchmark – Between 40% and 60%

Target – Between 40% and 60%

Result - Exceeded

This ratio indicates the average percentage of remaining useful life of Council’s assets, or, the average proportion of new condition
left in assets. The higher the percentage, the greater future service potential is available to provide services to ratepayers. The ratio
provides a guide or indicator of future renewal requirements.
Whilst this ratio is calculated for all asset classes, as shown in the graph, the focus is predominately on the roads asset class as this is
typically the largest.
This ratio is impacted by several factors including:

•
•
•
•

capital expenditure, both renewal and new;
componetisation of complex assets and subsequent adjustment to useful lives;
reliance on financial and asset management plans; and
growth periods in the City’s history.
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As part of the annual review process, Council considers the adequacy of the useful lives attributed to each asset class. There is
increased focus at present on breaking down, or componetising, complex assets, particularly road assets. This allows Council to
attribute varying useful lives to individual components of the one asset, better reflecting the actual renewal cycle.
Council will continue to review asset lives and investigate further componetisation of assets as part of its regular annual review
process. Council will also continue to refer to Asset Management Plans to responsibly manage assets in the future
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Asset Renewal Funding Ratio

Benchmark – Between 90% and 100%

Target – Between 90% and 100%

Result - Achieved

This ratio measures Council’s capacity to fund future asset replacements requirements. An inability to fund future requirements will
result in revenue, expenditure or debt consequences, or a reduction in service levels.
This ratio links the planned asset replacement requirements contained in the SAMP and 10 year forward capital works program with
the planned asset replacement expenditure contained in the LTFP. The LTFP mirrors the asset data, demonstrating that Council will
meet the benchmark for this ratio over the life of the Plan.
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Liquidity Ratios

Net Financial Liabilities Ratio

Benchmark – between 0% and -50%

Target – Between 0% and -50%

Result – Not Achieved

This ratio indicates the net financial obligations of Council compared to the operating income in any one year. Where the ratio is
positive, it indicates that liquid assets (cash and receivables) exceed total liabilities. Conversely a negative ratio indicates an excess
of total liabilities over liquid assets meaning that, if all liabilities fell due at once, additional operating revenue would be needed to
fund the shortfall in liquid assets.
Council has traditionally recorded a ratio within the target range, however the investment in new assets and the additional
borrowings required to progress Stage 1 of LIVING CITY have been factored into the Long Term Financial Plan. Council will exceed
the benchmark for this ratio over the life of the Plan, however prudent cash management and regular principal repayments will see
the result gradually improve over the next 10 years, nearing the target by the end of the period.
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Net Interest Cost Ratio
Benchmark – 7%

Target – 5%

Result - Achieved

This ratio measures the ability of Council to meet its net interest obligations from its operating revenue. Treasury use this measurement
when assessing loan requests and set the benchmark at net interest cost of 7% of recurrent revenue or less. Council recently
refinanced its debt into traditional variable or fixed rate longer term loans and this ratio is well below the target set by Council.
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Appendix A – Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP)
Introduction

Long term financial planning is a key element of the integrated planning and reporting framework. The LTFP demonstrates
Council’s medium to long term financial sustainability, allows early identification of financial issues, shows the linkages between
specific plans and strategies and enhances the transparency and accountability to the community.
The Plan includes operational and capital expenditure to progress the LIVING CITY project including the Waterfront Park
development. The Federal Government has approved a grant of $10,000,000 to progress the Waterfront development with Council
committing an additional $5,000,000 to the construction.
All borrowings in relation to the construction of Stage 1 have been included in the Plan as well as principal repayments over the next
10 years.
The Plan reflects the impact of COVID-19 on the financial performance of Council and the measures taken by Council to support
the community through this period of uncertainty. The impact will be most felt in increasing costs and uncertainty in delivery of
services due to supply and labour shortages.
The Plan has been determined with reference to documentation released by the Auditor-General, the Institute of Public Works
Engineering Australia and the working group established by the Local Government Financial and Asset Reform Project
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Overview of the Long Term Financial Plan
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The above summary highlights the annual operating result, the underlying surplus/(deficit), the total estimated capital expenditure,
split between renewal and new, and the anticipated cash balance at the end of each financial year. The summary includes the
actual result for the 2020/21 financial year, forecast for 2021/22 year, budget for the 2022/23 year and projections for the following
ten years.
The Plan identifies that Council will return an operating surplus and a small underlying surplus in all years of the Plan depicted.
Capital expenditure is in accordance with the current 10 year forward capital works program and Strategic Asset Management
Plan.
The Long Term Financial Plan takes into account the financial impact of the following services/commitments:
• operation of the paranaple centre, including the convention centre;
• contribution to the Coastal pathway project;
• completion of the Waterfront Stage of the LIVING CITY project; and
• ongoing maintenance and additional depreciation on all new capital expenditure.

Financial Projections
The financial statements included in the Plan reflect the projected financial position of the Council over the next ten years
The Plan includes:
•
•
•

Estimated Statement of Comprehensive Income
Estimated Statement of Cash Flow
Estimated Statement of Financial Position

Opportunities/Challenges
The financial projections are based on current knowledge and may be impacted by future changes to operating conditions and
Council decisions. The current economic climate is one of uncertainty, forcing Council to react to changing conditions, including
scarcity of resources and rising costs. In uncertain times it is more critical than ever for Council to plan carefully and to be agile
Financial Management Strategy
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enough to react to opportunities and impacts. By committing to meeting or exceeding the targets set in the FMS, Council should be
in a position to continue to deliver services and to raise revenue in a consistent and equitable manner. Some of the other potential
impacts on delivering on these financial targets are noted below.
Population
The Plan assumes the City’s population will continue to grow through to 2032. Council recently released its Residential Growth
Strategy which set an ambitious population target of 30,000 by 2030. This target has been supported by detailed analysis and
planning to increase the available residential development opportunities, including re-zoning parcels of land ear marked for future
development. The Actions in the Residential Growth Strategy provides the community with a means of increasing housing stock at
a time when there is an acute shortage of housing on the north west coast.
As a result of future development, rate revenue is predicted to grow each year, however the assumptions of increased revenue are
deliberately conservative and based on actual growth in the past. Council will continue to take on gifted assets such as roads and
stormwater from developments and subdivisions, which add to the maintenance and operational expenditure of Council as a whole.
The growth in rate revenue and the increased costs associated with gifted assets has been factored into the Plan.
Changing Demographics
The population mix has changed considerably over the last 30 years with the trend towards an aging population set to continue.
This may impact on the services and programs offered and the facilities provided by Council. The general focus on health and
wellbeing of the entire population, and not just the older members of the community, may lead to increased provision of
walking/cycling tracks and sporting and recreational facilities. The Plan does not include a change to the service levels and
programs currently offered to take account of potential changing demographics.
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Government Policy
Council is currently reliant on both the Federal and State Governments for external grants. The amount of funding and the timing of
funding is dependent on budget decisions at both the Federal and State level. Changes in government policy and the impact of
cost shifting from one level of government to another can have major implications on the future financial sustainability of Council. It
has been assumed that current government policy will remain constant over the life of the Plan.
Climate Change
Council is facing potential impacts from climate change across several aspects of its operations which may impact on the Plan.
These include:
•
•
•
•

changes to the coastal environment and therefore appropriate development of these areas;
changes to the size and use of parks and reserves surrounding vulnerable areas;
lifestyle decisions by ratepayers, increased use of water tanks and the ability to reuse water and the potential related positive
impact on the stormwater system;
increased number and intensity of natural disasters such as storms and fires.

Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact on Councils ability to deliver large capital projects within planned timelines. The
current high levels of building activity and unpredictable availability of contractors results in a high degree of uncertainty.
The federal government currently has a strong focus on infrastructure funding which may impact on Council in the following ways:
•
•
•

the timing of project expenditure due to the availability of skills and resources and associated price risks;
the ability to align construction-ready projects with funding opportunities; and
the timing of operational impacts of new project expenditure on Council’s recurrent operational budget.
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Indexation
All figures are expressed in current values. Revenue and expenses have not been indexed for CPI. Any increases in revenue or
expenses are the result of a change in operations or service levels. It is acknowledged that some revenues and expenses will increase
by more than CPI, however it has been assumed that other expenses will increase at a lower rate and these will offset over the term
of the Plan.
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Estimated Statement of Comprehensive Income
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General Assumptions
Indexation

All data is expressed at current value, that is, data relating to prior years is as stated in the Annual Report for that year and all
projections are expressed in 2021/22 values. Revenue and expenses have not been indexed for CPI. Any changes in revenue or
expenses in excess of or below CPI are explained below.

Rounding
All amounts in the Plan are rounded to the nearest $1,000. Any rounding errors have been corrected in the Plan.

Specific Assumptions
Rate & Service Charges
Council currently has two rating categories – general and service rates.
General rates are levied based on the Annual Assessed Value of properties, as determined by the Valuer General. Council adopts
differential rating based on the use of the property/land.
The service rates cover waste management.
Devonport was subject to a municipal wide revaluation during the 2021/22 financial year, by the Valuer-General. This data will be
used when applying rates for the 2022/23 year forwards. The change in values across property classes has lead to Council
introducing change caps for residential, primary production and vacant land asset classifications in the 2022/23 year. These caps
will be reviewed each year when setting the annual budget.
Supplementary rates are included in each year and take into account both historical trends, predictions for future population
growth and construction in the CBD in relation to LIVING CITY. The Plan includes additional rate revenue in 2023/24 in relation to
the completion of the waterfront hotel development.
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July 2022 will see the introduction of the State Government Waste Levy, starting at $20 per tonne and increasing over 5 years to $60
per tonne. Council will incur this levy on each tonne of landfill waste, whether it be collected at kerbside or from Waste Transfer
Station deliveries. As a result, this levy plus annual cost increases will be reflected in a $20 increase to the residential waste
management charge and also through increases to gate fees at the transfer station.

Fees and Charges
This category covers a wide range of Council services including revenue from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

planning and development applications;
transfer station fees;
animal registrations;
parking fees and fines;
revenue from the paranaple convention centre;
rental revenue; and
admission fees relating to various Council owned facilities, eg, Devonport Recreation Centre and the Town Hall Theatre, etc.

All changes to rental income from commercial properties have been factored into the Plan.
Other levels of fees and charges are anticipated to remain constant over the Plan.
Increases to gate fees at the Waste Transfer Station have been factored into the 2022/23 budget In line with the introduction of the
Waste Levy by the state government.

Grant Income
Operating grants are received from both State and Federal Government for the purpose of delivering Council services.
The main source of grant revenue is from the State Grants Commission (SGC) in the form of Financial Assistance Grants (FAG).
From the 2022/23 year onwards, the level of FAG revenue has been maintained at the 2021/22 level, that is, no increase has been
factored into the Plan for this item of revenue.
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Investment Revenue

Interest Income
Interest on investments has been calculated on the estimated average cash balance. Historically, cash levels are higher in the first
half of the financial year than in the second, due to the timing of rate receipts and Council’s capital expenditure program. Interest
Income fluctuates over the term of the Plan due to changing investment balances and interest rates applied.
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Dividends Received
Dividends from TasWater are based on the entities forward estimates. The total dividend from TasWater is estimated to $1,328,000pa.
Distribution from Dulverton Regional Waste Management Authority based on the latest advice received from the entity.

Other Revenue
This category includes commission received through operations of the paranaple arts centre, recoveries from the Monetary Penalties
Enforcement Service, and minor sundry income.

Service Levels and New Developments
The Plan assumes existing service levels will remain constant throughout the period. As stated in the Introduction, expenditure on
new capital will result in increased operational expenditure in the future. Allowance has been made for the additional operating,
maintenance and depreciation costs associated with capital expenditure on new assets.
Maintenance costs on these developments and any other new capital expenditure has been allowed for at the following rates:
•
•

Roads & Stormwater 1.0% of new capital expenditure; and
Facilities and Open Space 1.0% of new capital expenditure.

The additional maintenance costs have been allocated evenly across employee benefits and general materials. This allows for a
real increase in the number of employees and an increase in the cost of materials due to additional materials being required to
undertake this additional work.
Additional operational and maintenance costs in relation to the paranaple centre, paranaple convention centre and paranaple
arts centre have been included in the Plan.
Council is consistently focused on ensuring services are delivered as efficiently and effectively as possible. This involves regular
reviews of service levels and the method of delivery to ensure costs are kept at sustainable levels.
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Employee Benefits

Employee benefits include salaries and wages and all employment related expenses including payroll tax, employer superannuation,
leave entitlements, fringe benefits tax, workers compensation insurance and professional development.
Employee benefits increase annually over the duration of the Plan and represent the increased maintenance required on new
capital expenditure. The additional employee numbers to perform these maintenance tasks have not been quantified, however
the costs are relative to historical data.

Materials and Services
This category of expenditure covers a wide range of costs and represents the majority of Council’s day to day operational
expenditure. Despite constant cost increases, the cost management culture evolving throughout Council aims to maintain the level
of expenditure in materials and services costs in line with CPI, with adjustments only being made for known variances. These include:
•
•
•

timing of expenditure for increased valuation costs;
expenditure in relation to local government elections; and
movements in the management fee paid to Belgravia in relation to Splash.

This category also includes the additional cost of materials associated with maintenance of new capital expenditure.

Depreciation
Depreciation expense is based on the current written down value of property, plant and equipment, increased for new capital
additions. The asset base has not been indexed or revalued in this Plan so as to remain consistent in the presentation of figures in
real dollar terms.
The amount of depreciation is expected to increase at a rate of approximately 1% of the value of the related year’s capital
expenditure estimates, and as such depreciation costs will continually increase over the life of the Plan.
Depreciation is expected to increase as a result of new buildings and infrastructure.
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Finance Costs

Finance costs include interest expense on borrowings and general bank charges across Council accounts. Interest expense over
the period of the Plan is based on existing debt requirements.

Levies and Taxes
Council rates, land taxes and fire service levies are included in this category of expenditure. Council rates are shown on Council
owned properties to reflect the total cost of operating these facilities. Land tax and fire service levies are based on the assessment
received from the State Government.
While Council is planning to dispose of surplus properties, it is not anticipated that the sales will have a material impact on the level
of rates or land tax.
The state government has introduced a waste levy in Tasmania, effective from 1 July 2022. The levy will commence at $20 per tonne
of waste to landfill and increase to $60 per tonne after 5 years. Council has determined to increase the waste management charge
imposed on ratepayers and increase fees at the Waste Transfer Station to cover the levy. These increases are included in the LTFP.
Council will also offer ratepayers alternative services to decrease the amount of waste delivered to landfill each year such as the
introduction of a Food Organics and Garden Organics collection from 2023/24.

Other Expenses
This category includes expenses relating to elected members, donations and sponsorships payable to community organisations and
rate remissions.
It is expected that these costs will remain constant over the life of the Plan with the only exception being that additional costs have
been included to cover the holding of Council elections.

Internal Charges
The balance shown in this category represents internal charges for plant hire, allocation of employee on-costs and distribution of
overheads for the Infrastructure and Works Department applicable to capital jobs.
The dollar amount recharged to capital jobs is directly related to the amount of time Council staff spend on capital jobs.
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Capital Grants

It is assumed the Roads to Recovery program from 2022/23 revert to the historical funding level for the remaining life of the Plan.

LIVING CITY Project
Council is committed to progressing the LIVING CITY Masterplan and this Strategy reflects the estimated income and expenditure for
the project as is known at the time of writing.
Revenue includes all current rental income in relation to the strategic properties purchased and/or constructed as part of the project
and all holding costs. Assets and borrowings in relation to the project are reflected in the Estimated Statement of Financial Position.
The following assumptions relate specifically to LIVING CITY:
•
•
•
•

Revenue and expenditure from various components of Stage 1 have been incorporated into the Plan;
It is assumed that Council will dispose of properties as part of the CBD expression of interest process for $679,000 in the 2022/23
year;
Construction of the Waterfront Park will be completed in 2022/23; and
Principal and interest repayments are calculated in accordance with the existing agreement and loan schedules.
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Estimated Statement of Cash Flows
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Sale of Assets

The statement includes proceeds of $2,479,000 over 10 years from sale of assets and plant and equipment. Sale of assets in relation
to the CBD expression of interest process accounts for $679,000 of this total.

Capital Works
The capital expenditure shown in the statement is split between expenditure on renewals and new capital projects as per the 10
year capital works program.

Borrowings
In accordance with its debt management strategy Council has secured fixed payment terms out to 20 years, with Council’s net
finance costs well below the target set for Net Interest Cost Ratio. There are no new borrowings proposed as part of the 2022/23
budget.
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Estimated Statement of Financial Position
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Cash & Cash Equivalents

The cash balance has been derived from the Estimated Statement of Cash Flow. The cash balance has not been discounted for
the effect of inflation and is shown in today’s dollars.

Capital Work in Progress
This balance relates to capital projects that span more than one financial year.

Investment in Associates and TasWater
A small increase in the value of investment in Dulverton Regional Waste Management Authority has been factored into the Plan. This
assumption is based on the forecast Statement of Financial Position as advised. It is assumed that the investment in TasWater will
remain constant.

Property, Plant & Equipment
Capital expenditure on new assets and on renewal of existing assets is in accordance with the 10 year capital works program
The balance takes into account any disposals of assets, contributed assets and depreciation of the existing asset base as well as
additions.

Financial Liabilities
The actual debt balance following the completion of LIVING CITY Stage 1 has been included in the Plan. It is not anticipated that
Council will borrow any further over the term of the Plan. All scheduled principal repayments have been included in the Plan.
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